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Abstract
The main objective of this contribution is to present a new alternative to effectively diagnose colon diseases in a timely, accurate and cost-effective manner, thanks to using technology. To be more specific, it introduces usage of an expert system that is based on using cluster, discriminant and multidimensional analyses and four biochemical parameters to effectively diagnose m. Crohn, colitis ulcerosa and large intestine cancer.
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INTRODUCTION
BioAnalyst is an adaptive expert system, which is based on using discriminant and cluster analyses, supported by some, specifically designed, discriminant criteria that are based on multidimensional analysis of biochemical and other para-clinical data. Diagnostic in BioAnalyst is based on using a priori knowledge of chosen biochemical parameters that were extracted from related groups of probands (so-called learning files). Then, thanks to using the learning files, the expert system creates a numerical model to describe so-called clusters, which represent individual groups of diseases that had been specified in advance. Finally, BioAnalyst analyzes specific biochemical parameters of the given patient and suggests his/her most probable diagnosis.

Although we have witnessed an exponential development in the field of information, expert or knowledge management systems and their application to the field of diagnostics, most of them are still based on using the nearest neighbor approach and therefore require an enormous amount of learning data [1]. Because this approach is based on using large amounts of data about specifically clinically diagnosed probands, it is significantly time consuming and also costly. Unlike the systems that are based on the nearest neighbor algorithm, BioAnalyst, thanks to using MONTE CARLO method, is able to validate success rates of diagnostics, while using data of just a few probands. Because of this, BioAnalyst may be considered an effective tool to test potentially successful combinations of biochemical parameters, suitable for a cost-effective and fast diagnostics of diseases.

BioAnalyst encompasses the following objects:
- Client Manager – allows end users to create, preview and edit client's electronic health records.
- Diagnostics [of] Diseases – runs diagnostics based on choosing a desired diagnostic group and, at the same time, based on real patient’s biochemical parameters.
- Diagnosis Manager – enables end users to create, edit, and view statistics of data that represents individual diagnoses.
- Diagnosis Group Manager – enables creation and management of diagnostic groups, supports collection and merging of diagnoses with identical parameters into common groups – clusters, and allows for visualization of diagnostics. The exploratory summarizing statistics feature also provides a quick reference to many frequently used statistics, such as the mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis. In addition, the summary statistics provides users with the correlation matrix and the variance/covariance matrix.
- Monte Carlo Modeling – performs data classification based on a set of artificially generated data and consequently statistically
processes the results of classification. This feature also provides end users with information about validity of values/parameters based on using a small amount of real data. Besides, Monte Carlo module visualizes results and presents the output in form of histograms.

In the field of clinical diagnostics, BioAnalyst may be used to:

- Quickly and effectively monitor population’s health status, in order to focus on early detection of cardio-vascular and oncological diseases and recommend more specific examinations
- Monitor patients’ health condition during the medical treatment or post-therapeutic period
- Enable or support fast diagnostics of several diseases, e.g. hepatopathy, diabetes mellitus, malignant diseases, atherosclerosis, Gilbert’s disease, etc.

Among the most important features of the system undoubtedly belong the following:

- The learning process
- Processes related to classification of unknown objects, i.e. detection and diagnostics of diseases.

Outcomes of the above-mentioned fundamental processes/modules of the system are connected by an objective function that is based on the following rules:

- If all the algorithms classify the given object into the same cluster, then the output will pinpoint the classification (so called fuzzy logic).
- If the algorithms classify the given object into several different clusters, then the output will question the dominant categorization, eventually, will organize the diagnosis under several clusters and show an uncertain result [2].

BioAnalyst expert system is available with several premade [diagnosing] data files – so called methods. Based on these methods, as well as based on (the panel of) examinations that are required for the given method, algorithms in this system will classify (diagnose) a patient. At the same time, thanks to the system learning capability, BioAnalyst also allows for definition of new methods, i.e. new diagnosing approaches. When creating new methods, system users must have sufficient knowledge about biochemical parameters that could, eventually, will or cannot be used to enable the given differential diagnostics. During this process, users can and, at the same time, are required to specify the number of clusters needed to classify the desired diagnosis. Plus, they are also required to define names of files that will hold the data [results] of probands and patients, who represent the given clusters. While designing a new method, it is also unavoidable to make sure that the panel of examinations is suitable for the given case, or if it is possible to skip some exams. Plus, the method designer must decide if it makes sense to continue the data collection itself. BioAnalyst system provides users assistance in the above-mentioned situations also thanks to Real Data or Monte Carlo modeling.

In this particular study, BioAnalyst has been used as a tool to enable/support screening diagnostic of some serious colon diseases. The sampling method in this experiment was as following:

42 probands (patients) were divided into four groups:
1. patients with no colon disease (12), picture 1 – blue color
2. patients diagnosed with m. Crohn (10), picture 1 – purple color
3. patients diagnosed with colitis ulcerosa (10), picture 1 – yellow color
4. patients diagnosed with some kind of colon (large intestine) cancer (10), picture 1 – red color
Groups 2 and 4 were created based on data of patients, who had been recently diagnosed, i.e. patients without/before a therapy. Thanks to using BioAnalyst’s correlated data approach, the experiment was based on choosing the following parameters:

1. CRP – C reactive protein
2. Hpg- Haptoglobin
3. HpX- Hemopexin
4. Trf- Transferrin

The patient’s data (blood test results) were analyzed by BioAnalyst, including the learning process and Monte Carlo modules and are shown above (see Picture-1).

So-called benzidine test for occult blood started to be used about 40 -50 years ago and is still used for fast and relatively cheap population health screening [3]. However, just like 40-50 years ago, this colon occult blood test is sensitive, and/but not specific enough, as it detects any bleeding, for example, even bleeding caused by hemorrhoids. Therefore, it’s possible to say that, still, there does not exist any cost-effective, easy-to-use and more specific screening test for colon examination, while, at the same time, the amount of people diagnosed with colon cancer shows increasing tendency [for example in Slovakia]. Although it is clear that the amount of probands in the above-mentioned experiment is rather small and it would be good to enlarge the sample of probands (e.g. in cooperation with some gastroenterologists), this study (especially Monte Carlo modeling with more than 80% diagnosing accuracy) already pinpoints the possibility of effective and cost-effective use of BioAnalyst in the future.

Multifactorial analysis provided/supported by expert system BioAnalyst seems to suggest another significant possibility of biochemical and other medical data processing and diagnostic of different types of diseases. Thanks to using BioAnalyst, it is possible to remove the correlated data that do not bring any new information and consequently decrease time and costs of certain health examinations, and increase effectiveness of health screening.

All in all, this study suggests that because of the fact that medical sciences require and are based on using enormous amount of data, expert systems, such as BioAnalyst have a huge potential to help achieve new knowledge and results in a time-saving, cost-effective, and, at the same time, valid manner.
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